1. Introduction
Salish languages, and other languages of northwestern North American languages, are well-known for their lexical suffixes. These are substantival suffixes that bear little or no resemblance to free-standing nominals with the same or similar meaning. Some lexical suffixes and corresponding free nouns in Halkomelem are given in (1):^1

(1)  
\[-\cos\quad \text{céləs} \quad \text{‘hand’}\]
\[-\text{šən}\quad \text{sə̆ənəa} \quad \text{‘foot’}\]
\[-\text{ʔĕən}\quad \text{iəlu} \quad \text{‘arm, wing’}\]
\[-\text{wil}\quad \text{ləwəx} \quad \text{‘rib’}\]

Most Salish languages have approximately 100 lexical suffixes denoting

---

^1Data that are unlabelled or simply referred to as Halkomelem are from Gerds’ fieldnotes on Halkomelem as spoken by the late Arnold Guerin, a speaker of the Iskooks dialect. Her research on Halkomelem was supported by the Jacobs and Phillips research funds. The abbreviations used in glossing the data are: ADV = advancement, ASP = aspect, AUX = auxiliary, BEN = benefactive, CN = connective, DET = determiner, ERG = ergative, INT = interrogative, INTR = intransitive, LCTR = limited control transitive, OBL = oblique, PL = plural, POS = possessive, REFL = reflexive, SUB = subject, TR = transitive, 1 = first person, 2 = second person, 3 = third person.
body parts (hand, foot, heart, nose), basic physical/environmental concepts (earth, fire, water, wind, tree, rock, berry), cultural items (canoe, net, house, clothing, language), and human/relational terms (people, spouse, offspring).

In this paper, we present a survey of some of the properties of Salish lexical suffixes. Data are drawn from two languages, Halkomelem, a Coast Salish language, and Lillooet, an Interior Salish language. The Halkomelem data are from Sutcliffe’s (in prep.) grammar of the Musqueam dialect and from Gerds’ fieldnotes on Island dialects. The Lillooet data are from van Eijk’s (1985) grammar. Taking the forms with lexical suffixes given in the Musqueam and Lillooet grammars, we created a database consisting of 445 Musqueam words with 48 different lexical suffixes and 712 Lillooet words with 68 different suffixes.²

Lexical suffixes are used in several types of constructions. One common use is as the head of the theme in a complex predicate, as the Halkomelem data in (2) and (3) illustrate:

(2) \( nɪ cən yəqʷə-ələ-čəp \).
AUX 1SUB burn-CN-firewood
'I made a fire.' (lit. 'I burned wood."

(3) \( nɪ cən kəswə-čəs \).
AUX 1SUB burn-hand
'I burned my hand.'

Such examples, of course, are reminiscent of noun incorporation found in other languages of the Americas and thus raise the question: Should lexical suffixes be regarded as incorporated nouns? Sapir (1911, 251–252) says no. He claims: "... As long, however, as they are lexically distinct from noun stems proper, they must be looked upon as grammatical elements pure and simple, however concrete their signification may seem." If we accept Sapir’s viewpoint, then we are nevertheless left with a problem: What is a grammatical element? Furthermore, how are the properties of lexical suffixes accounted for within a theory of grammatical elements?

²Words with different derivational endings were given separate entries, but words that differed only in inflection were grouped under the same entry. Lexical suffixes that had similar form and meaning were grouped under a single “mega-gloss”. For example, Sutcliffe cites the various forms -\( aθ/ -aθ/ \-θən/ -əθ̓ yəθən/ -əyaθə/ -aθəθ̓ in/ -θ̓ / -əθən \) with meanings such as 'mouth', 'edge', 'border', 'lip', and 'margin'. We treated this as a single suffix in our counts.
(8) V + lexical suffix = N

Lillooet:

- **rʷuýt-ičaʔ**  ‘pajamas, nightie’  ‘sleep’ + ‘hide’
- **qʷəcpʰúlməx**  ‘earthquake’  ‘shake (ASP)’ + ‘land’
- **pányt-áqʷaʔ**  ‘back eddy’  ‘return’ + ‘water’
- **wáwalckzaʔ**  ‘poplar’  ‘shout’ + ‘leaf’
- **zél-kʷəʔ**  ‘whirlpool’  ‘go around, twist’ + ‘water’
- **sáyist-átxʷ**  ‘gym’  ‘play’ + ‘hub/locus’

Musqueam:

- **qʷáʔ-čəp**  ‘spark’  ‘get through’ + ‘firewood’
- **qəq-oʔás**  ‘barrel’  ‘bind it’ + ‘face/circle’
- **xiləx-áwol**  ‘battleship’  ‘make war’ + ‘vessel’
- **žím-eleʔc**  ‘berry basket’  ‘pick berries’ + ‘container’
- **liwəyal-étrixʷ**  ‘church’  ‘worship’ + ‘house’
- **qíq-étrixʷ**  ‘jail’  ‘be bound’ + ‘house’

When such compounding results in a word of the category N, as represented in (9), we can see that the lexical suffix, which we take to be the head, determines the category of the word.

(9)

```
    N
   / \   / \\
v   N   N
```

\[ rʷuýt-ičaʔ \]

sleep -hide

(pajamas, nightie)

This is an extremely common pattern in Salish. For example, of the 712 words in the Lillooet corpus, 440 are Ns while 214 are Vs. We discuss compounds of the latter type in the next section. Of the 440 Ns, 108 were based on N stems while 121 were based on V stems. Other forms are adjectival or indeterminate without further data. Thus we see that using lexical suffixation to create a N from a V stem is very common.

The above data show that the lexical suffix carries the categorial feature N which determines the feature of the compound. Given the possibility of zero derivation, this evidence may not seem convincing. However, we can point out cases of stems that cannot appear as nouns without nominal

---

4Despite the bad press given the noun/verb distinction in Salish, it is easy to distinguish these categories on formal and functional grounds (van Eijk and Hess 1986, Sutlles in prep.). The forms that we take to be Ns have the typical distributional properties associated with this category.
morphology, for example the forms with the s- prefix in (10), which
nevertheless form N compounds without the need for further
nominalization:

(10) Musqueam:

s-qéwθ ‘potato’ qewθ-éwitx ‘potato cellar’

s-māq=aʔ ‘blue heron’ maq=aʔ-én ‘heron feather’

s-iθám ‘bone’ iθám-ace ‘bracelet’

s-lím ‘sandhill crane’ li-m-as ‘a’ ‘month name’

Lillooet:

s-kpl-t ‘mud’ kpl-t-áwil ‘earthenware pot, crock’

This fact suggests that the noun-hood of the lexical suffix itself is sufficient
to determine the category of the compound.

What we have shown so far is that lexical suffixes appear as heads in
right-headed compounds. They are suffixed to noun or verb stems and the
resulting compound is a N. Our claim then is that the lexical suffix, which
developed historically from a free-standing N, continues to function as a N
in nominal compounds. All of the lexical suffixes in our database appear in
compounds of this sort. As far as we know, all lexical suffixes attach to
either N or V stems. Thus we see that compounding of this type is a
pervasive and general process.

3. Lexical Suffixation Paralleling Noun Incorporation

Next, we turn to a second major use of lexical suffixation. As noted above,
lexical suffixes also commonly appear in complex predicates. That is, they
are attached to a verb stem, and the resulting compound functions
syntactically as the main predicate of a clause. Examples are given in (11)
and (12):5

(11) V + lexical suffix = V

lexical suffix = theme

Lillooet:

nîk-lčaʔ ‘cut meat’ ‘cut’ + ‘flesh’

liťw-alc ‘tear down a house’ ‘tear down’ + ‘dwelling’

lukw-áwil ‘bail out a canoe’ ‘bail out’ + ‘vessel’

kʷutn-áwil ‘borrow a car, canoe’ ‘borrow’ + ‘vessel’

mac-úl-áwil ‘paint a canoe’ ‘paint’ + ‘vessel’

may-s-áwil ‘repair a car, boat’ ‘fix, repair’ + ‘vessel’

5These forms act inflectionally and derivationally as verbs.
Musqueam:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pā'-ləp</td>
<td>'blow on a fire'</td>
<td>'blow on' +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'firewood'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>əm-əwəs</td>
<td>'pluck a bird'</td>
<td>'pull out' +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'body'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ðēk'-ələn</td>
<td>'pull a net'</td>
<td>'pull' +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'basket/net'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>məl'-ələn</td>
<td>'return wealth'</td>
<td>'return' +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'hide'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sənq'-əwəs</td>
<td>'search for a lost person'</td>
<td>'seek' +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'body'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loč'-ələn</td>
<td>'shear wool'</td>
<td>'cut' +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'head'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(12) V + lexical suffix = V

Lillooet:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>zəx-ləp</td>
<td>'crawl on the floor'</td>
<td>'move' +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'ground'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zənəm-əs</td>
<td>'go around the top'</td>
<td>'go around' +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'face'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xəxəm-əs</td>
<td>'go up a hill'</td>
<td>'go up' +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'face'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kəmədənup</td>
<td>'wet one's bed' (of man)</td>
<td>'urinate' (man) +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'flat'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'surface'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cəx'-əl-əs</td>
<td>'be able to see'</td>
<td>'reach over there' +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'eye'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Musqueam:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sxə-nə-xiθ</td>
<td>'walk'</td>
<td>'be there' +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'foot'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>əqθ-əθən</td>
<td>'walk along' (shore, etc.)</td>
<td>'go along' +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'mouth'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kə'ədəs</td>
<td>'see with one's own eyes'</td>
<td>'see' +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'eye'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xə-qa-wəl-t</td>
<td>'go with him on a canoe'</td>
<td>'accompany' +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'vessel'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xə-nə-wəl-t</td>
<td>'show him with the hand'</td>
<td>'show, guide' +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'hand'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xə-nəm-wəl-t</td>
<td>'transfer it from one</td>
<td>'transfer' +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>craft to another'</td>
<td>'vessel'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When lexical suffixation is used to form complex predicates, the process directly parallels noun incorporation as found in other languages of the world. Whether noun incorporation is treated as a syntactic rule of headmovement (Baker 1988) or as a lexical rule (Rosen 1989) the result is the same: a piece of a complex predicate (namely, the incorporated noun) is in a nominal relationship to the verb stem. Lexical suffixes also function in this fashion.

Two core properties of noun incorporation can also be seen in lexical suffixation. First, in typical cases of noun incorporation, the noun functions as the object of the predicate or as a locative or instrumental adjunct.6 The

6As with incorporated nouns, lexical suffixes do not refer to subjects of transitives or unergatives, nor to indirect objects or benefactives.
data in (11) and (12) above show that lexical suffixes in complex predicates have these functions as well. Second, it is typical of noun incorporation that when the head of the object nominal is incorporated, object properties can be transferred to other nominals in the clause, for example to a possessor, benefactive, or locative. This happens as well in lexical suffixation:  

(13) lexical suffix = head
Musqueam:
\[
\begin{align*}
\theta a y-e?l-t & \quad \text{‘make his bed’} & \text{‘fix it’} + \text{‘flexible material’} \\
x^w-?a m q-lé-l-t & \quad \text{‘take food to them’} & \text{‘take it to him’} + \text{‘throat’} \\
k^w-\dot{x}-n a c-t & \quad \text{‘name its price’} & \text{‘name’} + \text{‘end’} \\
?\dot{a} m-n a c-t & \quad \text{‘put money down on it’} & \text{‘give’} + \text{‘end’}
\end{align*}
\]

3.1. Lexical Suffixation Paralleling Compounding Noun Incorporation
We see then that lexical suffixation parallels noun incorporation in two key respects. This raises a further issue. Research on noun incorporation has revealed that there are two basic types. Following Rosen (1989), we will refer to these as compounding and classifying noun incorporation. In compounding NI, the incorporation of the notional object results in surface intransitivity. No external modifiers or doubling of the incorporated N with a free-standing form are possible. In classifying NI, on the other hand, the clause remains transitive even when the object is incorporated, and external modification and doubling is possible.

In Salish, complex predicates formed from lexical suffixation generally mirror compounding NI. First, we can see that when the lexical suffix refers to the object, the form is intransitive, since the subject in a clause like (14) determines absolutive rather than ergative agreement (Gerds 1988).

(14) \[ni \ yâqw-\dot{a}l?-cap(*-\dot{s}).\]
AUX \ burn-CN-firewood(*3ERG)
‘He made a fire.’

Furthermore, external modification is usually not possible:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{\textsuperscript{7}}\text{One of the most common uses of lexical suffixes is to represent body parts. The possessor of the body part always takes the argument position. We see a case of a possessor as subject in (3) above and as object in (15) below. Inalienable possession is not a requirement for transference, however, as the first example in (13) shows.}
\end{align*}
\]
(15) ni lākʷ-əl-wil-əs (*kʷθə) *fāxʷ) kʷθə John
AUX break-CN-rib-TR-3ERG DET three DET John
'The broke (*three of) John's ribs.'

(16) ni lākʷ-ən-əm ?ə-ʔ John
AUX break-foot-LCTR-INTR OBL-DET John
(*kʷθəsʔiʔadəm-ənʔ-əs) la stəni?
DET right-foot-3POS DET woman
'John broke the woman's (*right) foot.'

Finally, the lexical suffix usually cannot be doubled with a free-standing noun of the same or more specific meaning as (17) and (18) show:

(17) qʷs-tł̓yan (*tə-ʔ swəltən)
go.into,water-net DET-your net
'Set your net.'

(18) ni tskʔ-əqʷ-əs (*kʷθəsʔələməs-əs)
AUX comb-head-TR-3ERG DET white hair-3POS
la stəlʔəsʔ-əs
DET spouse-3POS
'He combed his wife's (*white hair) hair.'

The above data show that lexical suffixation generally parallels compounding noun incorporation. We see that lexical suffixes, just like incorporated nouns, have the syntactic characteristics of a nominal in an argument or adjunct position in the clause. And while we have no direct evidence that the lexical suffix should be assigned the categorial status of N, we note that it does block a free-standing N of the same or more specific meaning from occurring in the clause.

3.2. Lexical Suffixation Paralleling Classificatory Noun Incorporation
We turn now to a third use of lexical suffixation. A small subset of lexical suffixes in each Salish language can serve as numeral classifiers. The thirteen found in Halkomelem are: -as 'round or spherical object' (used for counting dollars, months), -aqʷ 'head' (cabbage, animals, derogatorily of people), -eʔpʷ 'tree, plant', -eməl̓ʔə 'long object' (boards, logs, poles), -eʔxʷ 'building', -aʔeʔc 'bundle' (blankets), -iʔw 'body' (birds), -eʔ 'time', -qaʔ 'container', -eʔə 'person', -maq 'stuff' (clothing, flexible material), -wil̓/-wəl̓-xʷəl̓ 'vessel' (canoes, conveyances), and -winxʷ/-eʔnxʷ 'season' (years, fish runs). The classifier constructions are used for counting. Only a few, very common objects have classifiers.
Other nominals are simply referred to periphrastically with a cardinal number and the nominal.

This type of lexical suffixation parallels classificatory noun incorporation. In the case of numerals, the classifier is usually doubled with an elaborating nominal:

(19) \textit{lix-w-agam} \quad \textit{lisék}

three-containers \quad sack

‘three sacks’

(20) \textit{te?cs-élə} \quad k*θə \quad nə \quad mēməno

eight-people \quad DET \quad 1POS \quad children

‘I have eight children.’

In addition, we have found a handful of examples where the classificatory suffixes attached to a lexical verb can double with a free-standing nominal. Examples are given in (21), (22), and (23).

(21) \textit{is-acéʔtę} \quad tə \quad nōwəʔənə?

nail-container-TR \quad DET \quad coffin

‘nail up the coffin’ (Musqueam: Wayne Suttles p.c.)

(22) \textit{wə-nąy} \quad k*st \quad ęx-wil-t \quad ct \quad tə \quad lepət

only \quad DET \quad wash-vessel-TR \quad 1PL.SUB \quad DET \quad pot

?ł tə \quad ląʔən

and \quad DET \quad dish

‘We only wash pots and plates.’ (Musqueam: Wayne Suttles p.c.)

---

\*We also find that numeral classifiers are used instead of free-standing Ns in connected speech. For example, the response to a question like (a) could be formed as a plain numeral, but a response like (b), where the lexical suffix refers anaphorically to the nominal in (a), is considered better style.

(i) (a) ?i \quad ?ə \quad ʔąpən \quad k*ʔən? \quad sənif-xʷəl?ədəp

AUX \quad INT \quad ten \quad DET+2POS \quad canoe \quad PL

‘Do you all have 10 canoes?’

(b) ?swə \quad ?u \quad θəmə-xʷəl \quad ?əl?

no \quad just \quad two-vessel \quad just

‘No, just two.’
(23) lexical suffix = classifier
Lillooet:
\[ zwalkain \] 'scoop smt. off'
\( (\text{cream off milk}) \) 'scoop' +
\[ '\text{flexible material}' \]
Musqueam:
\[ q\dot{p}\dot{a}le?c-t \] 'tie them up in a bundle' 'tie it' + 'container'
\[ yo\dot{x}\dot{a}le?c-t \] 'untie it' (a bundle) 'untie it' + 'container'
\[ \dot{z}\dot{a}wil-t \] 'wash them' (dishes) 'wash it' + 'vessel'

What we see in these cases is that the lexical suffix does not saturate the object position. The free-standing nominal behaves as the grammatical object. The lexical suffixes do not behave like full-fledged Ns in these cases. Rather they are grammatical elements reminiscent of pronominal agreement. They sketch in the general properties of the entity which can then be identified through context or by elaboration.

4. Lexical Suffixes as Applicatives
Finally, we would like to make some speculative comments about some grammatical affixes in Salish languages. These languages are fairly polysynthetic; a great number of affixes referencing nominals appear in the verb complex. These include agreement markers, transitive suffixes, reflexives, reciprocals, and applicative suffixes. The applicatives are particularly relevant to this paper since the three applicative suffixes in Halkomelem, ADV(ancement suffix) A, B, and C (Gerds 1988, p. 25f.) are suspiciously similar to lexical suffixes. The dative suffix appears to be the suffix for 'face', the benefactive appears to be 'belly', the seat of emotions in Salish, and the causal appears to be the instrumental suffix.\(^9\)

(24) ADV A: -\(\alpha\)s dative (aka redirective) (< -\(a\)s 'face')
\[ ?\alpha?m \] 'give'
\[ ?\alpha'm-\alpha-s-t \] 'give it to him/her'
\[ \times\dot{\alpha}ym \] 'sell'
\[ \times\dot{\alpha}yem-\alpha-s-t \] 'sell it to him/her'
\[ ?\dot{\alpha}\dot{w}- \] 'instruct'
\[ ?\dot{\alpha}w-\alpha-s-t \] 'show it to him/her'
\[ \dot{y}\dot{\theta} \] 'tell'
\[ y\dot{\theta}-\alpha-s-t \] 'tell him/her about it'
\[ \dot{k}\dot{\alpha}t \] 'spill'
\[ \dot{k}\dot{\alpha}l-\alpha-s-t \] 'throw liquid on him'

---

\(^9\)The use of the instrumental suffix as an applicative seems to occur widely in Salish languages, but the use of 'face' and 'belly' as applicatives seem to be Halkomelem innovations.
ADV B: -ālc benefactive (<-ālcə ‘belly’)  
qāl  ‘bake’ qāl-ālc-ət  ‘bake it for him/her’  
θāy-č  ‘fix it’ θāy-ālc-ət  ‘fix it for him/her’  
ξāl?-t  ‘write it’ ξāl?-ālc-ət  ‘write it for/to him/her’

ADV C: -me? stimulus, causal (< -mən ‘instrument/residue’)  
lciws  ‘tired’ lciws-mé?-t  ‘tired of him/her’  
qेट?  ‘believe’ qेट?-mē?-t  ‘believe him/her’  
sit?si?  ‘afraid’ sit?si?-mē?-t  ‘afraid of him/her’  
ξi?ξi?  ‘embarrassed’ ξi?ξi?-mē?-t  ‘embarrassed by him/her’

The hypothesis that the applicative markers are actually lexical suffixes is supported by phonological and morphological evidence. We can tell that the dative applicative is underlying -as since it appears like this under stress, as in the form for ‘throw a liquid on him’. Furthermore, as Suttles (in prep.) notes, like the lexical suffix for ‘face’, the dative applicative triggers vowel harmony in the root vowel. For example, the form qेट ‘give’ harmonizes to θέ before the applicative suffix. It is also obvious that the applicatives occupy the same post-stem position as lexical suffixes. Compare the forms in (24) with those in (23), for example. Finally, it can be noted that applicative suffixes share some distributional properties with lexical suffixes. Transitive clauses form reflexives with the suffix -θat, but clauses with lexical suffixes use a middle form, based on the general intransitive suffix instead, as (25) shows.

(25) ni qē-ay-θin-əm / *ni qē-ay-θin-θat  
AUX scrape-CN-mouth-INTR AUX scrape-CN-mouth-REFL  
‘He shaved.’

The same fact holds for applicatives:

(26) ni cən qē-ālc-əm / *ni cən qē-ālc-θat  
AUX 1SUB bake-BEN-INTR AUX 1SUB bake-BEN-REFL  
‘I cooked it for myself.’

Finally, it should be noted that forms for ‘face’ have developed into grammatical markers in other languages. Brugman (to appear) shows that the Mixtec form for ‘face’ is used in locative and dative applicatives, and MacLaury (1989) shows that the Zapotec form for ‘face’ is used in applicatives based on verbs of speaking.


